
REC Meeting Notes 
March 09, 2010 
1:00 to 3:30 pm 

Introductions 
 
Revised 2010 Budget Process (M. Ambrosio) 
 
Mike Winka discussed Executive Order 14 and where we are with the state budget 
process.  He mentioned that we are in a budget hold for the rest of the fiscal year.  
Governor Christie is looking to balance the budget and propose to use some amount of 
the clean energy fund and we are looking at what that means in our process.  
 
It was mentioned if you want to get more detail, you can look at our budget order and 
commitments.  We don’t’ have any current recommendations.  The administration is 
currently looking through the numbers.  We are open for business accepting and paying 
out rebates.  We have looked at the cash flow issue and plan to keep the program open.  
There has been a history of good things about clean energy and green jobs that go with it.  
 
Mike Ambrosio discussed the budgets are based on estimates of expenses.  Once actual 
expenses are know we do the true up budget.  We are currently going through this 
process now.  The additional carryover will offset the reduction from the budget, so it 
won’t be as deep as some may have anticipated.  The Board has on the agenda for the 
meeting scheduled on March 17th.  During that meeting they are going to discuss the 
process.  The following week the Board will likely to have a meeting notice for a hearing.  
Staff is preparing a straw proposal to tie the programs to the new revised budget.  Written 
comments will be requested and then Staff will prepare recommendations to the Board.  
They are looking to have a quick decision, hopefully by the end of the month.  
 
The main message is that the program is still accepting applications. And all existing 
commitments will be honored.  This is going to be one on the staff recommendations.    
 
Question arose about energy fuel cell in California and that was deferred to further in the 
meeting provided time allows. 
 
Program Operations Status   

 Operational Recap (L. Barth – Presentation 1-REIP 2010 Updated Process RE 
Mtg 3_8_2010) 

L. Barth reinforced that we are open for business.  He went though Presentation 1 
reviewing applications received, returned, approvals given and completed 
incentive payments.   He discussed residential, non-residential and non-rebated 
projects. 

o It was mentioned that we get ~50 applications a week and that this has 
been very steady.   

o There was a question about the amount of applications we are 
returning.  Larry answered that the rate has decreased from the 
incomplete applications we are receiving from 25% to ~ 20%.  He  
reviewed Funding Cycle 1 and the available funds.  

 



o There was a question where this was located on the website.  It was 
mentioned that once you are on www.njcleanenergy.com homepage 
you need to go to the Renewable Energy Incentive Program section of 
the website and on the main page for this program you will find the 
funding cycle and available funds when you scroll down to the bottom 
of the page. 

 
o There was a question on how we determine the funding for each 

category.   It was discussed that this was determined as part of the 
program last year. M. Ambrosio mentioned that we are constantly 
monitoring this and would move money from one fund to another as 
needed.   

 
o Scott Hunter pointed out that the incentive level or rebate amount is 

tied to the capacity block not the funding cycle. 
 

Technical Update (M. Loeser – Presentation 2-Inspection and Training Updates) 
 2010 Inspection Ratio’s  

o M. Loeser reviewed slide with ratio’s of number of Quality Control 
inspections vs. inspections in the Quality Assurance process 

o There was a question on how the ratio compares to last year as far as 
inspections are concerned.  Mark mentioned it is more than last year.  
We are seeing an increase in inspections.  (see presentation) 

 Analysis of Inspection Failure 
o Top Failure modes were discussed in answer to a question at the last 

REC meeting (see presentation)  
o QA installers should sign up for trainings.  The trainings will be 

discussed later in the meeting. 
o There was a question on item number 3 on the top inspection failure 

mode slide in the presentation.  It was asked if we go by codes, but 
Mark clarified that we go by the manufacturer’s recommendation.  

 2010 Updated Training Calendar (See presentation) 
o There was a question on when we can do trainings for financial 

institutions.  M. Loeser mentioned he has been reaching out to them 
but hasn’t gotten anything set up yet. He can provide information on 
this when there are more details. (A training was held on March 26, 
2010.) 

 
Key Program Topics   

 Trade Ally + QA Clarifications (Sam Nutter – Presentation 3-Trade Ally & 
QA Process Update 3_9_2010_final) 

o S. Nutter clarified that a Trade Ally is a company not an individual.  
We intend to scrub the list on the website on a regular basis. 

o There was a question if we publish failures out of the QA process.  M. 
Loeser answered that we do inform the installer when they fail an 
inspection.  This failure will make them aware that they are out of 
compliance.  

o It was recommended that we put a list up on the website of 
disqualified QA installers.  

http://www.njcleanenergy.com/


 There was further discussion on this that in theory we should 
remove that the trade ally is certified when they fail an 
inspection. 

 It was asked if a score card would be a better option.   
 It was also mentioned that this might not be fair unless the 

cause of the failure is listed, such as snow on the roof.   
 Larry B. mentioned that the Technical working group would be 

the place to discuss a listing on the QA installers. 
 

 Capacity Block Rebate Reduction Procedures (Charlie Garrison – 
Presentation 4-Capacity Block Rebate Reduction Procedures) 

o C. Garrison reviewed commitments, projections, capacity block 
reporting on various slides.  The incentive request calculation was 
discussed and making sure people understand this so when the 
capacity block drops they will understand that their rebate goes down.  

 
o It was discussed that we could add a 2nd page to the solar tech 

worksheet with the change in rebate levels and make sure that the 
customer is advised of the capacity block and incentive calculation for 
both levels.  A signature confirming they are aware of the various 
calculations would be part of the application.  This way depending on 
when the capacity block goes down, we can approve the application at 
either level. 

o There was a recommendation that we should include the EE rebate 
levels on this page as well.  It was this is included in one of the slides. 

o It was discussed that we are approaching 20 MW in rebates being 
committed since January 1, 2009.  If a customer scrubs out then the 
MW gets reduced as we subtract out cancellations.  There was a 
question on how we will manage it. It was answered that once we hit 
that level, the price will go down and we are not going to wait for 
scrubs.  

o There was a comment that we should make everyone complete a new 
technical worksheet and not make it an add-on document.  Since we 
require revised worksheets for the final documentation with the latest 
forms, we should do this for the initial documentation as well.   

o There was a question on what happens if someone uses the old form.  
It was answered that this is still to be determined by the OCE and 
DAWG.  It could be one of several options. 
 Send the applications back 
 Have a new document sent out for a signature to confirm the 

change. 
 It was mentioned that there will be a time delay for these 

customers.  Applicants that initially use the new form will 
get priority.   

 It was brought up that from an installer’s standpoint it would 
be helpful to download new forms and if there was a section on 
the website that listed the new changes.  Then you wouldn’t 
have to go back and review new forms to see what changed.  



 C. Garrison mentioned that there already is version control on 
the form and link with the date it was created.   

o There was a question if financing only works with one capacity block 
then can they leave the second capacity block blank.  This was 
answered by C. Garrison mentioned that we will need to re-word this 
form to reflect this better.  It is intended that this form needs to be 
signed for each calculation.  If it is not filled in and signed off on for 
both calculations then the application will be returned if we hit the 
capacity block and the rebate drops.   

o There was a question if we need a revised contract if the contract terms 
change due to the reduced rebate.   

 S. Hunter and C. Garrison mentioned we don’t look at the 
contract details and won’t require a revised contract. 

o There was a question on current REIP guidelines that there should be 
language in the contracts that it could be subject to change.  
 C. Garrison we recommend people to do this but we are not 

policing hat.  
o There was a question if the commercial projects will hit the capacity 

block before the funding cycle starting Sep 1st.  It was answered that 
there may be delay, as it depends on the applications received.  

o There was a question on transparency for the SREC market.  IT was a 
request that Charlie list in projects that are related to the utility 
financing programs.  
 Larry Barth mentioned that this question should be brought up 

at the RPS meeting on March 12th.   
 

 2010 Program Plan Summary Recap (L. Barth – Presentation 5-Program 
Plan Clarifications Mar 10 REC Committee) 

o Plans summarized on slide for extensions, energy efficiency, 
inspection fees, training requirements and non-solar incentives.  There 
was also discussion on some of the program details.  

o Not in plan, but also discussed was the treatment of Multi unit 
facilities and residential systems owned by a 3rd party.  

 There was a question what budget that 3rd party comes out of, 
non-residential? 

 There was a comment that it is up for consideration by staff 
that 3rd party owner as residential for the higher rebate 
available.   Or if they are going to get the commercial rebate 
that they are able to get a larger system size.   

 Winka mentioned that it is different this month vs. last month 
taking into consideration EO14.  Requested that they submit 
comments and we can work on this after we get through this 
process.   

o There was a question on extension for residential systems and if there 
is any process to get extensions right now.  It was mentioned that this 
would need to be done as an appeal, since the MM is not authorized to 
grant extensions for anything else then commercial 1st extension. 
 They can file a petition with the board for an extension.  This 

can by going to the following websites: 



http://www.njcleanenergy.com/renewable-energy/tools-and-
resources/dispute-resolution-process or 
http://www.state.nj.us/bpu/assistance/complaints/  

 Wind Program Updates (J. Bachmann/ Alma R.  Presentation 6-Wind 
Program Update) 

o Small Wind working group meeting (webinar) occurred on 2/25/10.  
The following items were discussed. 

 Feasibility Study (A first draft of this was reviewed.)  We are 
still requesting comments but are working on some items 
before making it public.) 

 NJREMI reviewed at SWWG meeting  
 Innovative Wind Incentive at SWWG meeting drafted.  This 

is something Joananne will review later on in the meeting. 
 We will look in future to modify Guidebook to include 

Innovative Wind Incentive and NJREMI.  
o Yesterday there was a Stakeholder meeting regarding EO 1, 2, 3 to 

discuss proposed amendments.  The comments were closed but re-
opened.   DEP was accepting comments.  They will schedule another 
stakeholder meeting  

o Joananne went through Presentation 6- Wind Program Update. (see 
presentation) 
 The Wind Feasibility Study was discussed (see presentation) 
 NJREMI was discussed (see presentation) 
 Reviewed questions asked to SWWG to see if this would be 

attractive to wind manufacturers (see presentation) the proposal 
is to start with wind turbines. 

 Innovative Wind Incentive (see presentation) 
 Reviewed incentive, how it works, and next steps. 

 S. Hunter mentioned that the NJREMI wind turbines should be 
included to the 2010 program changes to the board for them to 
issue a board order.  

 J. Bachman mentioned that we feel that these additional 
components would be beneficial to the wind program 

 There was a question asking if we have a webpage for our 
acronyms?  It was mentioned we don’t, but a list of acronyms 
and definitions are listed in the Guidebook. 

 
Working Group Update  

 Solar (M. Loeser) 
 Wind (A. Rivera) 
 Biopower (L. Barth) 

 
(No updates were mentioned for this section above.   Most items were covered in other 
sections of the meeting. The Solar Technical working group did not meet this month.)  
 
Utility Program Updates 

 JCPL/ACE/RECO Solicitation Update 



o Tom from JCPL mentioned that Round 3 ended March 5 and that they 
are meeting on the 15th with rate council and staff.   Projects should be 
awarded soon in the second round.    

o There was a question on the timing for the next round.  It was 
mentioned that that will be clarified by the March 15th meeting.  
However, it is roughly 3 months.   

 PSE&G Update – Solar Loan II & Solar For All (F. Lynk)  
o There was nothing more to report.  
o Solar loan II is open for business.   
o Solar for All properties are in the process of getting permitted.   

 
OCE Staff Legislation and Regulatory Updates (OCE Staff)    

 Net Metering and Interconnection Rule Revisions; Phase I and II 
o Scott. H. this will be discussed on same day solar contracting 

performance program March 12th. 
o They will be taking comments on the programs to date.   

 RE Grid Supply Solicitation Update  
o Grid Supply Solicitation – This was discussed in 2009 solicitation and 

board proposals.  Will be making a recommendation to the board by 
3/31/10 for award of grants by the April 4th agenda meeting.  

 RPS Rule Revision  
o A. McShea mentioned this will be discussed at the March 12th 

meeting. 
 Focus on rules for solar energy advancement and solar 

requirement.  Additional changes will go though second 
round.   

 Discuss future RPS revisions for renewables.  And will re-
visit the work of the group discussed previously and net 
meting and interconnection rules 

 Working on NJ PACE financing which will also be discussed 
on the Friday meeting.  

o There was a question on the meeting and if there will be written 
comments and if so when.    

 1st) to new law and statue; it was discussed that this is a 
priority proposal that will go forward and there is no 
comment.   

 2nd) round will go into draft rule proposal and what we would 
be changing in the process.  10-12pm DEP in Trenton.  

 RE Legislation Updates(s) 
o A3520 Update  
o Prevailing Wage Update (M. Winka) 

 We put incentive together of all the programs and where the 
incentives go and the attorneys are reviewing along with the 
Department of Labor and Workforce.  They will be making 
some decisions on what is in and not.  But they need to know 
the programs and that process is underway.   The commission 
at the Dept of labor hasn’t been confirmed yet, so they are in a 



different process then the others and are unable to t have a 
timeframe on this. 

 Everything is on the table for discussion in rulemaking as well.    
They will be reviewing and make a discussion.    

 There was a question if Prevailing wage has to be paid at this 
point.  
o Winka mentioned that they should go to the Department of 

Labor and Workforce Development as they are the lead 
agency on this.   

Other: 
 

o There was a question on Net Metering and Public hearing that 
closed on March 5th.  It was asked when it would take effect.  I 
was discussed that this would be July 17 but it may be 
incorporated in a rule and take effect prior to that.  
 It was discussed that the BPU based upon an executive 

order signed in January the BPU cannot make a ruling for 
90 days.  We can just adopt that rule proposal.  It is about 
the same timeframe for both.    

 
o The question on the Fuel Cell Programs in California was 

asked again.  It was mentioned that we do have some programs 
for fuel cells, but the fuel source needs to meet the NJ program 
requirements regarding sustainability.  It was mentioned that 
we don’t think that manufacturer mentioned meets the NJ 
requirements. 

 
Next Meeting: April 20th, 2010   

We will try to see if we could have this meeting located at CSG’s Office.    
 



 

Renewable Energy Committee Meeting - Attendees  
Tuesday, March 09, 2010   
1:00pm - 4:00pm    
  

Name Company Phone E-mail 
Ambrosio, Mike  AEG (732) 447-1355 mambrosio@appliedenergygroup.com 

Appolonia, David 
Atlantic Energy Systems, 

LLC 609-645-0066 atlanticenergy@yahoo.com 
Bachman, Joananne CSG   joananne.bachman@csgrp.com 

Barth, Larry  VEIC (732) 218-3413 larry.barth@veic-nj.org 
Battaglia, Erick  Honeywell 732-919-0010 x-202 erick.battaglia@honeywell.com 

Biro, Nicole RCL Enterprises (856) 339-4014 nicole@rclsolar.com 
Bowles, Jim CESI Solar (609) 348-5900 cesivp@verizon.net 

Cadoret, Joshua Pepco Holdings (302) 454-4589 joshua.cadoret@pepcoholdings.com 

Congo, Dale  
5TH Street Renewable 
Energy Holding, INC. 732 337 6643 dalecongo@gmail.com 

Djuric, Robert OnPeak Solar, Inc (856) 468-2355 rdjuric@onpeaksolar.com 
Dyke, Rachel SunRun, Inc (415) 684-9820 rachel@sunrunhome.com 

Fleischer, Howard  Advanced Solar Products (609) 915-1101 howard@advancedsolarporducts.com 
Flett, Michael     mflett@flettexchange.com 
Frank, Pamela  Sun Farm (908) 806-8682 pam@sunfarmnetwork.com 
Fridman, Neil Karbone, Inc. 646-666-7353 neil.fridman@karbone.com 

Garrison, Charlie  Honeywell (973) 890-9500 charlie.garrison@honeywell.com 
Gennello, Joe Honeywell (973) 890-9500 joe.gennello@honeywell.com 
Gewecke, Kurt KG Companies (973) 940-1123 kurt@kgcompanies.com 
Gray, Tammy  VEIC (732) 218-3418 tammy.gray@csgrp.com 
Grazul, Maria  CSG (732) 218-3721 maria.grazul@csgrp.com 

Grisolia, Albert PSEG   Albert.Grisolia@pseg.com 
Giuillerme, April Honeywell   april@aprilcommllc.com 

Halse, Lucy Vanguard Energy Partners 908.534.1302   lhalse@vanguardenergypartners.com 
Hauber, Fred  Eastern Energy Services (609) 801-1990 fhauber@verizon.net 
HAY, GEORGE  CAGT RENOVATION (856) 979-2734   
Heller, Theresa  VEIC (732) 218-3415 theresa.heller@csgrp.com 

Hill, David  VEIC (802) 658-6066 dhill@veic.org 
Hoey, Brigette NJ Solar Power (732) 281-3520 brigitte@njsolarpower.com 
Hoff, Kimberly  CSG (732) 218-3410 kimberly.hoff@csgrp.com 
Hunter, Scott  OCE/NJBPU (609) 777-3300   

Jackson, Ronald  BPU-OCE (609) 777-3199 ronald.jackson@bpu.state.nj.us 
Jacobus, Thirza  PSE&G   thirza.jacobus@pseg.com 
Kayen, Shannon The Solar Center (973) 627-7730 shannon@thesolarcenter.com 

Koroleva, Anna 
5TH Street Renewable 
Energy Holding, INC. (347) 330-8933 annavladikoroleva@gmail.com 

Kougentakis, Alexandra  Distributed Sun, LLC (202) 719-5298 alexandra@distributedsun.com 
Krum, Justin 1st Light Energy (209) 824-5500  JKrum@1stlightenergy.com 

Kuridan, Grace McArthur & English, LLP (212) 609-6815 gkurdian@mccarter.com 
Loeser, Mark  CSG (732) 218-4429 mark.loeser@csgrp.com 
Luaces, Kerri The Solar Center (973) 627-7730 kerri@thesolarcenter.com 
Kuwig, TR AD Energy   tr.ludwig@ad-energy.com 
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Lynk, Fred  PSE&G (973) 430-8155 frederick.lynk@pseg.com 
McAleer, Jim Solar Electric NJ, LLC 856-220-7070 jim@SolarElectricNJ.com 

MCDERMOTT, CHRIS  HARTZ (201) 272-6040 Christopher.McDermott@HartzCapital.com
McShea, Ann  BPU (609) 777-3306 anne.mcshea@bpu.state.nj.us 
Miller, Jeffrey  Quadrillion RE (201) 707-4024 jmiller@quadrillionsolar.com 
Minogue, Holly  Gabel Associates (732) 296-0770 holly@gabelassociates.com 

Muskatt, Rosalie  New Age Solar (609) 223-0277 rmuskatt@optonline.net 
Nathanson, Gabe  NJ HFMA (609) 278-7370 gnathanson@njhmfa.state.nj.gov 
Nawoj, Kristen CSG   kristen.nawoj@csgrp.com 
Nutter, Sam CSG (508) 365-3068 samuel.nutter@csgrp.com 

O'Reilly, Gregory  
Global Environmental 

Outreach (201) 779-5262 g.b.oreilly@att.net 
Pecora, Tom  Honeywell (856) 797-0011 ext:102 thomas.pecora2@honeywell.com 

Peracchio, Anne Marie NJ Natural Gas (732) 938-1129 aperacchio@njng.com 
Peters, Christopher Acadian Consulting Group   cpeter9@gmail.com 

Phillips, Dolores  MSEIA (609) 516-3526 doloresphillips@comcast.net 
Rivera, Alex Vanguard Energy Partners (908) 534-1302   
Rivera, Alma  NJBPU- OCE (973) 648-7405 almarivera@bpu.state.nj.us 
Robins, Pip CarbonFree Technology   (416) 975-8800 ext 610 probins@carbonfreetechnology.com 

Schimpf, Frank EnergyC2, LLC  fschimpf@energyc2.com 
Schultz, Scott  Advanced Solar Products   scott@advancedsolarproducts.com 
Shaikh, Siraj JCP&L (973) 276-7964 sirshaikh@firstenergycorp.com 

Siegel, Steven Spiezle Architects (609) 695-7400 ssiegel@spiezle.com 
Sims, Sky  Ecological Systems (732) 462-3858 sky@ecologicalsystems.biz 

Smith, Collen     CSmith@njhmfa.state.nj.us 
Smith, Melissa CSG (732) 218-3416 melissa.smith@csgrp.com 

Sobolewski, Terence SunPower   terence.sobolewski@sunpowercorp.com 
Surman, Cynthia 

Gregorio  CSG (732) 218-3417 cynthia.surman@csgrp.com 
Teague, John  NJ BPU (973) 648-7102 john.teague@bpu.state.nj.us 

Thompson, Howard  Russo Tummulty for PPL (973) 993-4477 hthompson@russotumulty.com 
Trivedi, Paresh  BPU (973) 648-8973 paresh.trivedi@bpu.state.nj.us 
Tuman, Michael ASC Solar (609) 314-7645 mtuman@ascsolar.com 

Wall, Andy  AD Energy (917) 902-5292 andy.wall@ad.energy.com 
Webb, Scott     scnamaco@verizon.net 
Weiser, Julie  Honeywell (973) 890-9500 julie.weiser@honeywell.com 
Wetzel, Linda  Applied Energy   lwetzel@appliedenergy.com 
Wiese, Steve  CSG (512) 653-9651 steve.wiese@cleanenergyassociates.com 

Wilson, Dennis  Renewable Power (631) 662-6001 dennis@renewablepowerinc.com 
Winka, Michael  NJBPU-OCE (609) 777-3335 michaelwinka@bpu.state.nj.us 

Xia, Roger Aston Solar LLC 888-666-8581 rxia@astonsolar.com 
Zislin, Neal Renu Energy (908) 371-0014 nzislin@renuenergy.com 
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